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askAFS Launches Your Best Financial Health
Bud Schaitberger, President/CEO of askAFS, announced the launch of Your Best Financial Health, the 
new, enhanced service innovation for current and future partners of askAFS.

The long-time industry leader

askAFS is a leader in financial education, guidance and behavior change. Since 1989, we have served 
millions of individuals through objective and life-changing assistance for everyday financial concerns.
Your Best Financial Health is based on the changing financial issues that face individuals and families 
today, especially Millennials, X &Y generations and struggling Baby Boomers.

Live Helpline   •   Health Assessment  •   Resource Center  •  Education & Webinars

Enhancements to Your Best Financial Health include a stronger integration of the Financial Helpline and 
Financial Health Assessment, providing a more effective way for individuals and families to attain 
solutions. Additionally, members will find a  more expansive on--line Resource Center providing simple, 
easily understood help. More efficient on-line educational tools, easily available on demand or via 
webinar, and new  email capabilities, newsletters and additional interactive experiences round out the 
enhancements.

Your Best Financial Health Helpline is a Unique and Powerful Key

Accredited counselors do not sell or refer clients – it is all about individuals and families achieving 
financial health. Over our 25 years of service, counselors help members with     cash flow, creditors 
and debt, along with ancillary issues such as taxes, savings, credit cards, insurance issues, retirement
planning and college funding - struggles families face on a daily basis.      

Help is immediate, over-the-phone professional guidance, with highly experienced counselors who 
carefully assess the situation without judging or blaming. An initial financial health assessment helps to 
assess presenting issues. Once the assessment is complete,    counselors work with callers to develop a plan 
that begins the resolution.       The solution may take time, but reducing stress, providing a plan for problem 
solving and ongoing awareness and education are good first steps.

The enhanced askAFS “Your Best Financial Health” provides the most effective and immediate 
method for individuals and families to solve financial issues and achieve their best financial health.


